DSM-IV alcohol dependence and sustained reduction in drinking: investigation in a community sample.
A common clinical conception of alcohol dependence is that it is chronic, and the idea of impaired control figures prominently in an influential definition of alcohol dependence. We investigated the meaning of a diagnosis of DSM-IV alcohol dependence in untreated individuals. Household residents screened for elevated drinking were assessed for DSM-IV alcohol dependence and re-interviewed 1 year later. We report on 115 subjects with and 460 subjects without current DSM-IV alcohol dependence at baseline. Follow-up drinking indicators included a measure of sustained reduction in drinking. No support was found for a lower probability of sustained reduction in drinking at follow-up among the group with baseline DSM-IV alcohol dependence. Significant group differences indicated that the dependent group was more likely to reduce drinking. A diagnosis of DSM-IV alcohol dependence among untreated individuals implies a prognosis that is different from that for the same diagnosis among those seen in treatment settings. This does not necessarily indicate that the diagnosis is invalid, but rather suggests that risk factors for chronic course are more applicable to cases of DSM-IV alcohol dependence seen in treatment settings.